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After getting back into my childhood passion of LEGO building and combining that with my love

of nature, I decided to experiment with creating other LEGO bird designs and was met with

overwhelming interest. My official set of three LEGO birds was simply not enough for my fellow

bird and LEGO enthusiasts.

"This is a delightfully presented book which will particularly appeal to fans of the Ideas Birds

set who want to build more in the same vein. The instructions are set out clearly and

concisely..." - Huw Millington of Brickset.com--This text refers to the paperback edition.About

the AuthorA gardener and tree surgeon by profession and a passionate nature and bird lover,

Thomas Poulsom rediscovered his love of building with Lego as an adult. He was inspired to

create his first realistic Lego bird sculpture, a robin, when a real robin perched nearby while he

worked in his garden. Poulsom has since expanded the scope of his Lego project to more than

30 birds from every continent; three--his robin, hummingbird, and bluejay--were recently

accepted by Lego for production as a set. Poulsom's Lego bird designs have been featured in

many online venues for Lego, design, gardening, nature, and birding enthusiasts. In 2013 he

was a speaker at the PINC (People Ideas Nature Creativity) Conference in Zeist, Holland.--

This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Sarah Aquino, “Love it, fun inspirational book. I have the Lego ideas birds set and always felt

that I wanted to learn more about of this style of building. The book is a great follow-up to the

now retired birds set. It greatly expands on the design style with a lot of unique builds spanning

birds from all over the globe.The average LEGO collector will not be able to build much from

this book from their collection as many of the sets require a high number of specialized parts in

specific colors. If you're in search of an instruction manual to build from your home collection of

bricks you might be disappointed. However, if you're looking for some inspiration on nature

building this book is a great reference.”

Nunya Business, “Love building these birds.. Fun book I would buy again. AFOLS shouldn't

hesitate to buy this. Lots of great techniques.My biggest complaint is the colors and parts are

really hard to find sometimes. Even just identifying what the publisher is trying to communicate

is hard.Example: The nose on the painted bunting you can see is without groove the book lists

the one having a groove but I was not able to find any sand blue one by one cones with the

groove. The part I used hasn’t been made since 2004.We have also built the Kingfisher that

other people have pictured. Soon to build several other models.Great fun. I would still say this

is not for your average young builder and better suited for 16+.”

Mother of 1 Busy Boy, “Beautiful birds. This is a very cool book. My son has been in to legos

for years. The only thing about this book is that ordering the pieces for each project is not so

easy because the book is not directly from Lego. Some of the projects require over 50 different

pieces so its time consuming to order. This is the only reason I didn't give it 5 stars.”

Matthew I. Halpern, “This book is amazing, truly a piece of art. Wow. This book is amazing,

truly a piece of art. After completing the three bird Lego set, I was looking for a little more.



Directions for each bird are given and there is a part list. That being said, the parts are quite

specific and the average person isn't going to have them. Luckily the Lego website allows you

to build a custom 'bag' of parts and I plan to try this out for a bird and see how it goes.”

Such a Larry, “Please write a book on more complex animals. I have been a fan of Thomas

Poulsom ever since I found his birds collection. This book is enjoyable and well done. Planning

on building several of the birds. Need to order the pieces. However I would ask that Tom write a

second more advanced book on how to build birds similiar to his more complex creations. I

have been drooling over the Taco Toucan and know I could reverse engineer it but would prefer

to benefit Tom for his work. Please Tom write a more advanced book on Lego Birds and

Animals.”

Snow Lover, “Awesome models!. Book just as described! We're going to have so much fun

building things with our grandson!  Easy to follow directions and lots of pictures!”

Gary McKie, “Kindle wins on this book. Quality Lego builds but let down by less than perfect

instruction images. The images look more like drawings than computer generated and suffer

from lack of sharpness and definition.I imagine the main reason for purchasing is to build the

incredible birds so it is a little disappointing as you turn the pages.It is still a good book hence

my 4 stars but I would suggest buying the very reasonable Kindle version rather than the

expensive paper back. It then becomes a good value set of instructions.Excellent Lego

designer.”

Mrs. Diane M. Hellyer, “Not sure if it was worth it!. I bought this book on a whim, having seen it

at Arundel Wildfowl and Wetlands Centre. I hoped the grandsons would enjoy it, being avid

birders and Lego builders. But so far, no evidence to show for it. The pictures are not very

sharp and not all the birds listed are European, so we are not familisr with them.”

J. Adlam, “Diagrams could look better but good ideas. As others have pointed out, the actual

construction diagrams here are not that great, being rather grey and murky and definitely not

as clear as Lego's own instruction booklets. However, the model designs seem OK. I bought

this as a present for my Lego-fan/bird-loving brother in law, who is apparently well pleased with

it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “So happy with my purchase. So happy with my purchase, definitely going

to give making the birds a go”

The book by Thomas Poulsom has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 187 people have provided feedback.
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